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Content Email 1

Want all-day energy and a healthier life?

This might sound crazy, but it’s easier and more important than ever to have all-day
energy and a healthier life.

Why?

Because nowadays, thanks to technology, it’s not sheer physical grunt labor and a
nose-to-the-grindstone attitude that makes people successful contributors to society.

It’s the ability to FOCUS, to have ENERGY to study, think, be creative, and live a
BALANCED life.

But poor health makes people exhausted and unable to work well or enjoy life.

People are actively seeking simple and easy ways to stay healthy and have energy for
the creative thoughts needed to capitalize on this opportunity.

Just take a look at this:

Why it’s easier than ever to have all-day energy and a healthy life

Best,

Patriot Health



Content Email 2

This changes everything

I’m not going to sugarcoat it:

It can be challenging to get through the day when you struggle with low energy levels.
Sometimes, it seems like there are no answers.

But take a look at this:

Customer testimonial from Johnny B. Strong, personal trainer:

"I questioned the truthfulness of the product, so when it arrived, I tried it. Right away my
body told me the power intensity of Power Greens. Chronic fatigue and hypertension —
gone. Whole body relaxed. Patriot Power Greens works far better than I thought or
expected it to. It's changed my life.”

What’s going on here?

For many health-conscious people, a simple supplement with every nutrient you need is
a life-changing breakthrough. It helps you have lasting energy and worry-free digestion.

Click here for an example

The bottom line?

If you are struggling with so little energy you can hardly get through the day, you owe it
to yourself to take a look at this and see for yourself just how powerful it is. It could
seriously turn things around for you.

Best,

Patriot Health



Content Email 3

What to Do If You Feel Too Weak to Get Your Strength
Back

Let’s say you see the opportunity to have all-day energy and a healthier life.

Maybe you’re even intrigued by the power of finding a simple supplement with every
nutrient you need.

But what if you feel so weak that you can’t imagine ever getting your strength back?

There’s no way to get around it, right?

Well, take a look at this:

What to do if you feel so weak that you can’t imagine ever getting your strength back

And be sure to watch your inbox tomorrow. I have an exciting announcement to make.

Best,

Patriot Health



Pitch Email 1

ANNOUNCING: A Healthy New Way to Have All-Day
Energy
Exciting news!

For a long time now, it’s been challenging to find a healthy way to have all-day energy.

You have to deal with having so little energy you can hardly get through the day.

That’s why, today, we are releasing Patriot Power Greens. It gives you:

● Inflammation support for aches & pains
● Cardiovascular and circulation support
● Vitamin & Mineral Blends for total body support

Click here to get all the details.

And the best part is, we’re giving you three canisters for the price of two.

The bad news?

It’s only available for the next few days. So, be sure to take a look.

Best,

Patriot Health



Pitch Email 2

Here’s what you’re getting in Patriot Power Greens

Created a quick detail sheet for you:

Click here to see Patriot Power Green

Tons of people are already using it!

I’d love to have you try it. If you want all-day energy and a healthier life, just click the link
above.

Remember, you’re getting three canisters for the price of two as a part of this launch, so
make sure to take a look ASAP.

Best,

Patriot Health



Closing Email 1

Your three-for-the-price-of-two deal expires tomorrow
night!

You were taking a look at Patriot Power Greens, right?

Just wanted to give you a friendly nudge. Your private invitation and
three-for-the-price-of-two deal will expire tomorrow night.

Click here to grab the savings while you can

If you're still on the fence, here's the deal:

This will give you all-day energy and a healthier life.

You’ll get:

● Inflammation support for aches & pains
● Cardiovascular and circulation support
● Vitamin & Mineral Blends for total body support

Plus a three-for-the-price-of-two deal!

But this offer expires tomorrow night.

The three-for-the-price-of-two deal for Patriot Power Greens will be ending tomorrow
and will not return.

If you just can’t do it right now, I understand, but I really don’t want to see you miss out.
Take another look, and just hit reply if you have any questions.

It would be great to have you with us!

Best,

Patriot Health



Closing Email 2

Please don’t pay full price for this (time sensitive)

According to our records, you took a look at Patriot Power Greens, but you haven’t had
a chance to take me up on this special offer.

No biggie. Not trying to be pushy.

I just wanted to make sure you saw it because the three-for-the-price-of-two deal is
actually ending in about 12 hours. I didn’t want you to miss it and end up having to pay
more than everybody else later.

Here’s the special discount link again:

Click here to get all the details

Not only is it a great deal, but I think you’ll love the product. It will give you everything
you need to have all-day energy and a healthier life.

Just reply if you have any questions. Talk soon.

Best,

Patriot Health



Closing Email 3

Last chance to get Patriot Power Greens

Just wanted to give you one last nudge.

In a couple of hours, we’ll be taking down our crazy offer for Patriot Power Greens, and
your three-for-the-price-of-two deal will also expire. I don’t want to see that happen!

Click here to grab it

I know life gets in the way sometimes, so I didn’t want it to sneak past you. It’s a great
deal, and it gives you everything you need to have all-day energy and a healthier life.

Anyway, this is the last time I’m emailing you about it. Back to our regularly scheduled
programming. :-)

Best,

Patriot Health


